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Green Energy Steals from the Biosphere
Earth has only three significant sources of energy.
First is geothermal energy from Earth’s molten core and decaying radioactive minerals in
Earth’s crust. This energy moves continents, powers volcanoes and its heat migrates towards
the crust, warming the lithosphere and the deep oceans. It can be harvested successfully in
favourable locations, and radioactive minerals can be extracted to provide large amounts of
reliable heat for power generation.
Second is energy stored in combustible hydrocarbon minerals such as coal, oil, gas, tar
sands and oil shale. These all store solar and geothermal energy collected eons ago and they
are the primary energy sources supporting the modern world and its large and growing
populations.
Third are radiation and gravitational energies from the Sun and Moon which are captured
by the biosphere as heat, winds, tides, rain, rivers and in biomass such as forests, crops and
animals. These are the natural “Green” energies that support all processes of life and still
support a peasant existence for some peoples.
Green zealots believe that we can and should run modern societies exclusively on “Green”
energies, and they have embarked on a war on hydrocarbons. They need to be told that their
green energy favourites are just stealing from the biosphere – they are not as green as they
claim.
The most obvious example is the ethanol industry which takes food crops like corn, sugar and
palm oil and uses heaps of water and a lot of hydrocarbon energy to convert them to ethanol
alcohol which will burn in internal combustion engines, but has less energy density than petrol.
See: The Water and Corn costs to produce Ethanol:

http://gazette.Com/the-water-and-corn-cost-for-a-gallon-of-ethanol/article/1506579

This process is replacing natural grasslands and forests with artificial monocultures.
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The latest stupid ethanol suggestion is to power Obama’s “wanna-be-green” US Pacific Fleet
using Queensland food crops. Feeding ethanol to the engines of the US Navy would consume
far more food than was used feeding hay and grain to the thousands of horses used to move
our artillery and Light Horse Brigades in the Great War. Sailors in the British Navy got much of
their energy from Jamaican Rum, but the American navy will not run on Queensland ethanol
whiskey.
More: World turning against Biofuels:
http://www.cfact.org/2014/06/02/a-world-turning-against-biofuels/

Biomass is a fancy name for plant material and vegetable trash which, if maintained in/on the
soil, will provide the fertility for the next crop. Burning it reduces the humus that maintains fertile
soil. The ultimate biomass stupidity is to harvest American forests, pelletise them, dry them and
ship them across the Atlantic (all using hydrocarbon fuels) to burn in a UK power station.
Burning biomass produces the same emission gases as coal.
Most plants will not grow without energy from the sun. Solar arrays steal energy directly from
the biosphere. Some incoming solar energy is reflected to space by the panels, some is
converted to waste heat on the panels, and some is converted to electricity - much of which
ends up as waste heat. Solar radiation that could have given energy to growing plants is largely
returned to the atmosphere as waste heat and much is then lost to space.
Some solar farms are built over land that is already a desert - the rest create their own deserts
in their shadow. Because solar energy is very dilute, very large areas of land must be shaded
and sterilised by the panels in order to collect significant energy.
Solar radiation also evaporates water from the oceans and provides the energy for rain, winds
and storms. Much of this moisture falls as useful rain when the winds penetrate land masses.
Wind turbines create artificial obstacles to the wind, reducing its velocity and thus tending to
create more rain near the coast and rain shadows behind the turbine walls. And they chop up
many birds and bats. Again, green energy harms the biosphere.
More: The Windfarm Delusion:
http://www.spectator.co.uk/features/7684233/the-winds-of-change/

Hydro power is one of the few green energy sources that is “grid ready” and can supply
economical reliable energy. So, naturally, many greens are opposed to it. However, in most
places there is competition for fresh water for domestic uses, irrigation, industry and
environmental flow. Hydro power is just one more competitor for this valuable green resource.
So… Green energy is not so green after all. It reduces the supply of food, water and energy
available to all life on earth, and it often consumes large amounts of hydrocarbon energy for its
manufacture, construction, maintenance and backup.
Green advocates are enemies of the poor. They want to burn their food, waste their water and
deny them access to cheap reliable energy.
Hydrocarbon fuels are the true green energy sources. They disturb less land per unit of energy
produced, they do not murder wildlife, and their combustion produces new supplies of water and
carbon dioxide for the atmosphere. More carbon dioxide and water in the atmosphere enables
plants to grow faster, bigger and more able to cope with heat or drought.
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It was coal, and later oil, which created and still largely supports the populations, prosperity and
industry of developed nations. With a backdrop of freedom under the law, they can do the same
for the whole world.
Those professing concern for the poor need to realise that Green Energy steals from the
biosphere and that hydrocarbons are the real friends of the poor.
Finally, those who have swallowed the carbon dioxide scare should be told that nuclear energy
is the most reliable and least damaging “low carbon” option.
Further Reading:
Corn Ethanol Destroying the Prairies:
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2014/12/16/corn-ethanol.aspx
Ethanol Mandate fuels Habitat Loss:
http://www.cfact.org/2013/12/24/ethanol-mandate-fueling-habitat-loss/
The Biofuel Curse:
http://canadafreepress.com/print-friendly/64405
Viv Forbes
15 June 2015

Promote the Wind and Reap the Whirlwind
June 15th has been declared by wind energy rent-takers as “Global Wind Day”.
This is just another orchestrated media event designed to distract taxpayers, electricity
consumers and wind turbine victims from the follies of wind energy.
The only people celebrating will be turbine owners getting subsidies, propped-up prices and
guaranteed markets; lucky landowners getting rich on compensation; and green zealots
promoting a UN Agenda.
But neighbours of turbines driven mad by the noise of the thumping blades are not celebrating;
neither are the birds and bats being sliced by the spinning sickles; nor nearby property owners
who see their property values slashed; nor true environmentalists concerned to see the
destruction and uglification of their landscapes and hilltops with a spider-web of turbines,
transmission lines and access roads; nor electricity consumers facing expensive and
increasingly unreliable power supplies.
Future generations will look back in wonder at a whole generation of westerners whose
misdirected religious green zeal wasted billions of dollars to create industrial and environmental
destruction, while insisting (without evidence) that it would create a cooler climate, and that
everyone wants a cooler climate.
Those who sow the wind will reap the whirl-wind.
Further Reading:
Why Wind Won’t Work:
http://carbon-sense.com/2011/02/08/why-wind-wont-work/
Viv Forbes
15/6/15
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A Few Cracks have opened up in the Road to Paris.
The globalist greens are all eager to celebrate a big victory in Paris in December. They hope to
lay firm foundations for an unelected world government funded by world carbon taxes and
levies. We must stop them.
But a few cracks have opened up in the road to Paris:

Cartoon credit: http://stevehunterillustrations.com.au/political-cartoons/
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1. First the green socialists lost heavily in the recent UK elections. Since then the
Conservatives have announced the end of subsidies for on-shore wind. The wind power
promoters know that is the beginning of the end for them. Soon mandated market shares
or prices will also be questioned, and the once-powerful Department of Energy and
Climate Change may soon be broken up or scrapped. UK also faces higher bills to keep
the lights on next winter. See:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/budget/11718594/Green-energy-subsidies-spiral-out-of-control.html
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/07/03/climate-establishment-warns-decc-cuts-could-spell-disaster-for-britisheconomy-tpa-retorts-just-scrap-it/
http://us4.campaign-archive1.com/?u=c920274f2a364603849bbb505&id=066583b957&e=e1638e04a2

2. The Paris globalists have woken up to the fact that the US Congress will disallow any
legally binding international agreement. So they are seeking ways to sneak past this
road block. See:
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/01/un-climate-talks-deal-us-congress

And back in March, 92% of Swiss voters rejected a proposed carbon tax.
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3. The Australian Conservative Government has directed that the government-funded
Clean Energy Finance Corporation give no more finance to wind power or to roof top
and small scale solar installations. See:
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/government-pulls-the-plug-on-household-solar-20150712gian0u.html

4. The Greek-German financial war should teach all parties the Iron Law of Debt:
“All debts are paid, ether by the borrower, or the lender.”
When some disinterested party gets to analyse how the Greeks got into this mess, they
will find that throwing buckets of money and political favours to green energy promoters
has played a significant part in creating government bankruptcy and personal poverty in
Greece. Italy, Spain and Portugal are on this same road.
http://www.energytribune.com/10083/greek-debt-crisis-exposes-green-energy-subsidies#sthash.JMBqVEQW.dpbs

5. Finally, the German government glimpsed energy reality when it was forced to drop its
proposed carbon tax on coal-fired power stations or face their closure. It was also forced
to guarantee standby payments to keep backup power ready for when wind/solar fails
during some still, dark, cold, winter night. The whole power industry has been crippled by
green subsidies and mandates and is now a mendicant industry dependent on
government whim.
http://blogs.ft.com/nick-butler/2015/07/06/germany-the-coal-industry-lives-on/?
We must make sure that NOTHING is achieved in Paris. Keep the pressure on your local
federal MP and Senators of all parties. Tell them:

“No binding Agreement in Paris
and a ‘Get Out’ clause on anything agreed”.
Back in the days when Rome and Carthage were deadly enemies, it was obligatory in the
Roman Senate that every speech should end with the words:
“And Carthage must be destroyed”.
We must show similar dedication and resolve, repeating every day until the Paris Party in
December:

“And NOTHING must be signed in Paris”.
Viv Forbes
17/7/15
Disclosure:
Viv Forbes has spent many years working in the exploration, coal, oil, gas and cattle industries of Australia as well as in government
service. He is a non-executive director and minor shareholder of a small Australian coal exploration company, but he and his wife
spend most of their time and energy raising meat sheep and beef cattle on natural grasslands. He was the founder of the Carbon
Sense Coalition, which receives no funding, encouragement or direction from Big Government, Big Coal, Big Oil or Big Green.
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“Carbon Sense” is an independent newsletter produced for the Carbon Sense Coalition, an Australian based
organisation which opposes waste of resources, opposes pollution, and promotes the rational use of all energy
resources including carbon energy.
Literary, financial or other contributions to help our cause are welcomed.
We get no government grants and unlike many of our opponents, we do not pose as a charity and in fact pay
GST and income tax on our operations. We live on subscriptions alone.
For more information visit our web site at www.carbon-sense.com
If you would like to keep Carbon Sense operating, send subscriptions to
Carbon Sense Pty Ltd, by post to the address below, or direct deposit to:
Acct No: 553 077 331
BSB: 334-040
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